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Preamble:
Ours is a Voluntary organization and working for the Tribal development in the agency areas of
Visakhapatnam district for about 20 years by taking up several programs from time to time by
getting support from Government of India as well as Gov’t of Andhra Pradesh. Even though we
were working by taking up support from several agencies NABARD-APRO, Hyderabad is the “life
line”. It has begun supporting us from 2009-10 through FC’s and continued its support as of now.
By and large we did almost all the programs in NABARD with their kind gesture. As a part & parcel
of the Farmers Producer Organization (FPO) program they have been supporting us for 4 FPO’s. All
these 4 FPO’s are doing well through trainings from NIRD-PR supported by NABARD, improved their
skills & Business being developed.
During the meetings with DDM-NABARD, Visakhapatnam the topic of exposure visit came to light.
Even though, these tribal farmers are producing Coffee and there was good market, these were not
able to get legitimate amount by not following best agricultural practices, Pest management, quality
and to get more productivity. We found this lacuna among these farmers and requested DDMNABARD, Visakhapatnam to support for the Exposure visit to Chikmagalur Coffee Board to learn lot
many things by these farmers. Then, the DDMji understood the intensity of the program in view
these tribal farmers and recommended for approval to RO. After that, it was sanctioned vide
Ref.No. NB.AP RO/FSDD/ FSPF-CAT-/ 2020-21 dated 10.07.2020. Immediately we planned to
implement the visit, spoke to Coffee Board authorities for their cooperation & support. But, due to
Covid-19, they were expressed their inability and asked us to plan for February 2021. It was
brought to the notice of the DDM-NABARD, Visakhapatnam; he too understood the severity of the
Corona and considered our appeal so that, now we conducted the Exposure visit. Thanks to one &
all at NABARD-APRO, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam for their support.
Program details are:
When we entered in February, immediately on 10th February again we spoke to Sri.N.A.Mallikarjun
– Deputy Director of the Central Coffee Board, (he is the head of 2 states i.e, Andhra Pradesh &
Orissa) Paderu and requested him to extend his cooperation for initiation of the Exposure visit and
accompany as a Resource person to Chikmagalur as the language is Kannada there in the region.
He gladly accepted our appeal and asked us to plan the program after 22 nd February 2021. Then,
we consulted the FPO members took their consent and determined to organize the program from
23rd to 28th February 2021 (6 days). Later, we booked the Bus, arranged a Cook and selected
Mr.A.S.Prasad Rao as a Team leader from POPI to translate in Telugu and to see the things to go
on in a systemic way. Well in advance asked our farmers to report Narsipatnam office before 10.00
AM on 23rd February 2021, also requested Sri. N.A.Mallikarjun, DD-Coffee Board to come to our
office by that time and he too assured and reached.
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Prior to this, we requested the DDM-NABARD, Visakhapatnam to come and launch the program
with his hands as he assured and came on time. He conducted a meeting with all these FPO BoD’s
& members and after knowing the details of these FPO’s wished them to make Exposure visit a
success by learning useful things required for application in their fields for better yielding. Then,
about 3.45 PM in the evening he waved the green flag to move the bus.

By early morning on 25th February 2021 we reached Balavannuru village 80 KM’s away from
Chikmagalur, halted there and completed daily usual things by 8.00 AM and went to Central Coffee
Research Institute (CCRI), shigodu village – 10 KM’s away from Balavannuru. We met Scientists
Dr.Sri.Govindappa & Dr.Sri.Nagireddy at the Coffee complex of the DD office, Coffee Museum cum
Quality Laboratory. After introduction, the accompany Resource person Dr.Sri.N.A.Mallikarjun
addressing to FPO members of the Exposure visit said that, he began his career from this place
worked in different states and currently looking after Orissa and Andhra Pradesh states by staying
at Paderu in Visakhapatnam district of Andhra Pradesh. Reiterating to “ in the beginning this
institute is named as ‘Central Coffee Experimental Institute’ after that, named it as Central Coffee
Research Institute (CCRI). There are many things to see here and learn; actually this is a Research
Institute all the time they made several researches and found new things. Bringing you all from
Andhra Pradesh is really a chance for me so that, you better learn as many things as possible, now
the Scientist Dr.Sri.Govindappa will address you”.

CCRI Scientist Dr.Sri.Govindappa addressing to FPO members, from yesterday onwards you might
have seen many Coffee plantations on the way, mainly what difference you found comparatively to
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your area. FPO members answering to “Forest is seems to be similar, you were raising ROBUSTA
and we are raising ARABICA, weather is a little bit chill and moreover plantations are very good”.
Then Dr.Sri.Govindappa reiterating to ‘we are all doing cultivation under the sun not under the roof
of the house, the main difference here is the completely natural forest, under this shade
department and people in the area are raising Coffee plantations whereas, in your area raising
Coffee plantations such as silver hook under the shade of the trees raised by you due to shifting
cultivation and all.
Actually, Coffee seeds have been stolen by an Arabian and brought to this area and raised in his
Backyard. In the earlier period people used to produce coffee in their backyard just like leaf
vegetables. When Britishers come to this area began drinking coffee and production also increased.
Previously there was no permission to sell the Coffee outside. Farmers shall sell their produce to
Coffee Board only. In the recent times it was changed so that, you farmers were able sell your
coffee outside as you wish.
During the conversation Dr.Sri.Govindappa said that, they were applying chemical fertilizers like
DAP for more productivity and asked the FPO members that, what kind of fertilizers and pesticides
you were applying to cultivate Coffee for more productivity. Farmers replying to’ we are not
applying any chemical fertilizer, in general we do Zero Budget Natural Farming (ZBNF mode) in
case, necessary we apply organic fertilizers like Vermin compost, Neem cake and for pest Neem oil,
also we prepare and apply Jeevammrutham & Beejammrutham etc. he felt very happy of that and
asked them to continue the same so that, they can get good price. Later Dr.Sri.Nagireddy Scientist
also addressed the members, I am very happy to see you all here, sir has told everything and
nothing to say more than that.

In the afternoon again went to Central Coffee Research Institute (CCRI), shigodu village to visit the
Coffee Lab and met Dr.Sri.J.S.Nayudu, after introduction by the accompany Deputy Director
Dr.Sri.N.A.Mallikarjun he began to speak with the members ‘ asked the members that, what kind of
diseases in general affecting the Coffee plantations in your area. A farmer replaying to Mr.Naidu
‘Stem borer’ disease is affecting the plantations. Then Mr.Naidu reiterating to FPO members that,
you should clean the entire stem with coconut coir or you should see that, the shade should be
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forever; these 2 things only can cure the disease. He showed 2 kinds of insects which in general
affect the coffee plantations. Also he asked the varieties of Coffee being produced by them. They
said, they were producing only Arabica S 3 variety. Mr.Naidu again said that there are many
verities in Coffee, recently chandrika 5 variety had come it may also suit to your area. Then,
Mr.Naidu asked them why you prefer Arabica and why not Robusta. The farmers replying to heard
that, we need to provide water and more human drudgery so that, we haven’t preferred. After that,
returned from there to our accommodation.

On 26th February 2021 morning at about 8.00 AM we reached Hesgal Coffee Board to visit
Technical Evaluation Centre (TEC) near Moodigarai village. We met Dr.Ms.Sridevi SLO; Scientists
Sri.Manjunadh and Sri.Siva Murthy. They received us with pleasure and taken to Coffee Board field
nearby as well as 10 acres field of a Private person. His name was Sri.J.Manju, residing nearby
field, he interacted with the FPO farmers and said that, he had 10 acres of Robusta Coffee
plantation and earning good profits every year. He said that, we need provide water during
September & October every year besides, he used to apply chemical fertilizers and Pesticides every
year. Continued supplies of water to these plants as well as more human drudgery is involved in it
have been observed by the farmers and said it is not possible to provide water in their area and
mostly applying fertilizers & Pesticides. Because, ‘ we are producing coffee in ZBNF or else in
Organic mode so that, they were getting good amount and having dialogue with Tycoons’ TATA
Coffee - Bangalore for premium.

Later returned to Moodigarai village then, Dr.Ms.Sridevi SLO; speaking to members that, earlier she
worked at Chintapalli, on promotion came over here and know the weather & land conditions,
production of coffee by the Tribal farmers. People here produce only Robusta of course, here &
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there Arabica. Robusta needs continued water supply, it not possible at your place. Moreover, the
weather is little bit chill comparatively here. Then Scientists Sri.Manjunadh and Sri.Siva Murthy
taken the farmers to Nursery and showed various varieties of Coffee. Later, having our lunch there
returned to accommodation.

On 27th February 2021 started from the accommodation and reached Bangalore CCRI, met
Dr.Neeraja Scientist she spoke to the farmers for some time on the area, variety, production per
acre, usage of Fertilizers and pesticides, generally what kind of diseases are affecting the
plantations. After answering the farmers to those questions, she played CD on method of Coffee
production in Chikmagalur area. Later visited the Coffee Museum and then returned to our
accommodation.

Later we met Dr.Sri.N.Surya Prakash Rao, Director Research-CCRI, office – Bangalore. He is a
Telugu person. When he began speaking in Telugu, these farmers felt very happy. He asked about
variety of Coffee producing and application of Fertilizers and Pesticides by these farmers. They said
that, they were producing only Arabica coffee and not applying any chemical fertilizers. They were
totally producing coffee in organic mode. Sometimes if necessary, applying organic manure like
Vermin compost. To eradicate insects applying Jeevammrutham prepared by them. He felt very of
the response given by the farmers. Then continuing his interaction with the farmers, you were
doing a good thing, producing crops in ZBNF or organic mode is appreciable. As of now in abroad,
all prefer ‘organic’ even their food items too. Organic produce can get more value and amount.
Then Maathota farmers said that, they had Organic certification thus, they were getting more
amounts for their produce and demanding for premium too. In case, you require Robusta coffee
seed, you can approach R V Nagar Coffee Research Station;
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They will provide you on subsidized rate. Later conveyed thanks for coming all the way from
Andhra Pradesh. Then, Mr.A.S.Prasad Rao – POPI conveyed vote of thanks to the entire team of
Coffee Board of Bangalore & Chikmagalur. After having lunch started from there and reached
Narsipatnam by 28th night at 3.00 say early morning of 1st March, 2021.

List of Members at Exposure Visit to Chikmagalur, Karnataka state.
S.No

Name in Telugu

Name

Mobile No.

Name of the FPO

N.A.Mallikarjun,
Resource Person.

94901 33178

Coffee Board Deputy Director
for A.P & Orissa states.

85001 36342

POPI-Girijana Vikas

1

ఎన్. ఏ.
మల్లిఖార్జున్

2

ఏ.ఎస్.ప్రసాద్ రావు

A.S.Prasad Rao

3

జి.చిన్నబ్బాయి

G.Chinnabbai

Maathota FPO

4

వి.గణపతి

V.Ganpathi

Maathota FPO

5

ఎస్.ఉదయ్ కిరణ్

S.Uday Kiran

Maathota FPO

6

జి.గిరిబాబు
ఎస్. మల్లుపడాల్

G.Giriibabu

Maathota FPO

7
8

ఎస్. నడిపిపడాల్

S.Mallupadal
S.Nadipi Padal

Director
Director

Maathota FPO
Maathota FPO

9

ఎస్. లక్ష్మణరావు

S.Laxman Rao

Director

Maathota FPO

10

ఎం.రాంపడాల్

M.Ram Prasad

Maathota FPO

11

టి. రాజులు

T.Rajulu

Maathota FPO

12

K.Ramu

Maathota FPO

13

కే.రాము
ఎస్.రాజారావు

S.Raja Rao

Maathota FPO

14

ఎం నర్సింహా మూర్తి

M.Narsimha Murthy

80089 54563

Gantannadora FPO

15

కే.చితుకులదొర

K.Chitukula Dora

94933 34617

Gantannadora FPO

16

జి. జగన్నాధం

G.Jagannadham

94939 14412

Gantannadora FPO

17

కే. సోమన్నదొర

K.Somanna Dora

89857 46694

Gantannadora FPO

18

కే.రాంబాబు
జి.బాలన్న

K.Rambabu

89857 25107

Gantannadora FPO

డ్. బాబురావు

G.Balanna
D.Babu Rao

Director
Chairman

Manyatorana FPO
Manyatorana FPO

డ్.శంకర్ రావు

D.Sankar Rao

Director

Manyatorana FPO

19
20
21

22

ఆర్ .అప్పారావు

R.Appa Rao

23

పొట్టిదొర

V.Pottibdora

Andhra Kashmir FPO

24

ఎం.బొజ్జిరాజు

M.Bojjiraju

Andhra Kashmir FPO

25

బి. పండుదొర

B.Pandudora

Andhra Kashmir FPO

63021 19197

Andhra Kashmir FPO

Things observed / learned by these farmers:
1. Theirs is the natural forest.
2. They are taking more care and applying water & Fertilizers as well as pesticides
3. All of them are producing Robusta variety of Coffee
4. They are taking very much care at Pest control.
5. Robusta variety of Coffee is not suitable to their area and moreover human drudgery is
involved in it.
6. Productivity is more in their area due to application of Chemical Fertilizers & Pesticides. But
does not want to go for Chemical fertilizers and Pesticides application.
7. They want to control the ‘stem borer’ disease as said by the Scientists in the Lab.
8. If a plant was died, immediately they have to replace with one more coffee plant since,
these farmers are following this and not leaving the place empty. These FPO farmers
expressed these things in the presence of the Director Research CCRI – Bangalore.
Yours Sincerely,
For Girijana Vikas
N.V.SATYANARAYANA
Secretary

